2018 Collection
“The Storm”
Embracing the storm...
Wrap yourself in the raw, beautiful wilderness of the Irish coastline...
Where nature is not a place to visit, it is home.....
At one with the elements by the rocky shore of Keem Bay, Achill island ......

......The place of isolation can become the place of revelation....
Cosy up against chill winds in supremely soft knitwear....
There was no mercy in that November wind,
no grace in the waves, only wrath and tempest.....

- John Dryden
The cloud that had gathered since dawn, dark and unyielding, smothered the winter sun.....

- Angela Abraham
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There are some things you can only learn in a storm....
Ladies Luxe Light Wool
‘Rathgar’ Cable Funnel Neck Sweater A783
‘Rathlin’ Lattice Weave Cable Sweater A773

Wool Cotton yarn Colours for all above items

Oyster  Sky Mist  Skyline Blue  Silver Sage  Silver Gull  Blue Wave  Navy  Graphite

Lattice Weave Scarf A779
Lattice Weave Hat A778

Colours for hat and scarf

Canvas  Oyster  Sky Mist  Skyline Blue  Blue Dove  Silver Sage  Silver Gull  Blue Wave  Deep Ocean  Navy  Dark Indigo  Graphite
'Belvoir' Textured Collar Cardigan A800

'Emyvale' Textured Funnel Neck Sweater A806

Merino, Cotton, Cashmere Silk yarn colours for all above items

Chalk Mist  Turtle Dove  Porcelain  Sage Mist  Lilac Mist  Sea Mist

Layers of texture in wool, silk, cotton, cashmere spun in Donegal... colours lifted from Mother Nature's palette...
Part of her mystery is how she is calm in the storm and anxious in the quiet.....

- J M Storm
...She brought out the storm in people, because she knew wherever there were dark skies and wild winds, lied a truth.....

- R M Drake
Layer up in plush wool cashmere.....
.....soft against the skin but tough against the elements

Ladies Luxe Wool Cashmere
Horseshoe Cable Coat A624

- Honey Dew
- Skyline Grey
- Denim
- Midnight
- Forest Glade

Horseshoe Cable Cardigan A572

- Chalkstone
- Honey Dew
- Skyline Grey
- Duck Egg
- Ocean Mist
- Blue Ocean
- Midnight

Take shelter from the doom and gloom of a world in crisis, cocoon yourself in luxurious wool cashmere.....
Ladies Luxe Wool Cashmere
Ladies Luxe Aran Scarf A675

Ladies Luxe Aran Hat A676

Soft Donegal Merino

‘Kilcar’ Rib Cable Poncho A415
Ladies Luxe Wool Cashmere

Diamond Textured Scarf
A792

Diamond Textured Hat
A791

Honeycomb Textured Snood
A801

Honeycomb Textured Scarf
A803

Colors:
- Chalkstone
- Dew
- Honey
- Mist
- Skyline Gray
- Powder Blue
- Smokey Lilac
- Duck Egg
- Midnight
There was calm before the storm.....

.....there will be calm after....
Ladies Natural Merino Aran
‘Ashbrook’ Textured Boat Neck Sweater A798

‘Beaumont’ Textured Biker Coat A793

‘Rathcoole’ Textured Hooded Coat A774

‘Listowel’ Textured Biker Jacket A795

Knitwear that envelops like a hug.....
.....Merino wool coats for ultimate comfort and warmth....
Portobello’ Ribbed Cable Coat A760

Portroe’ Funnel Neck Ribbed Cable Sweater A761

‘Ardmore’ V Neck Trellis Sweater A762

100% Natural fibres bring a refined purity that stands the test of time.....

.....True quality never goes out of style.....
Ladies Natural Merino Aran

100% Natural fibres bring a refined purity that stands the test of time.

True quality never goes out of style.
Let Mother Nature show you her wild side.....
Face her wrath in luxurious merino cable knits.....
‘Kinvara’ Lattice Cable Aran Coat A738

‘Glenross’ Waterfall Cardigan A661

‘Glenvara’ Trellis Poncho A744

---

Re-imagining our heritage pieces for today’s generation of storm-chasers.....
Ladies Natural Merino Aran
‘Kilcoole’ Textured Coatigan A737

Textured Wrap A747

Textured Scarf A748

Textured Hat A750

Colours for all above items

- Natural
- Silver Marl
- Greyed Light
- Ice Blue
- Dove Grey
- Steel Marl
- Navy Marl
- Navy Atlantic Blue
- Anthracite

Better storms than this haven't taken us down yet.....
.....This is how we discover what we are made of.....
All Over Cable Scarf A804
Trellis Scarf A772

All Over Cable Snood A805

Merino Aran Scarf A658

Aran Hat A659

Colours for hats and scarves above

- Natural
- Silver Marl
- Pink Haze
- Aqua Mist
- Denim Marl
- Atlantic Blue
- Navy
- Red
- Greyed Light
- Dove Grey
- Ice Blue
- Soft Sage
- Wild Heather
- Dawn Blue
- Slate Grey
- Blue Steel
- Navy Melange
- Dark Night
- Anthracite
- Oatmeal Marl
- Forest Marl
- Pebble Marl
- Steel Marl
- Navy Marl

Aran Throw A674
Banish winter chills in comforting layers of wool cashmere....
Ladies Fine Wool Cashmere
Luxe Touch Wool V Neck Sweater A734

Simplicity, modernity, purity, modern luxury.....
.....brings a sense of well-being.....
Ladies Luxe Touch Wool
‘Sandford’ Textured Crew Neck Sweater A784

‘Dunmore’ Textured Zip Neck Sweater A797

‘Portrush’ Panel Weave Zip Neck Sweater A799

Panel Weave Scarf A788

Panel Weave Hat A787

Merino, Cotton, Cashmere Silk yarn colours for all items

- Chalk Mist
- Turtle Dove
- Porcelain
- Grey Mist
- Storm Mist
- Sea Mist
- Night Sky
- Bracken

Heritage knitwear, with a contemporary twist...
Crafted in Dublin.....
Mens Donegal Luxe Melange
‘Roundstone’ Sweater A669
‘Curragh’ Cable Troyer A664
‘Carraig’ Luxe Aran Sweater A662

Luxe Ribbed Scarf A688
Luxe Aran Scarf A675
Luxe Ribbed Hat A682

Merino, Cotton, Cashmere, Silk boxes for all above styles

Chalkstone
Rocky
Skyline
Blue
Navy
Marl
Rich
Forest
Glade
Loden
Mid
Grey
Midnight
Windswept coastlines and rugged landscapes call for knits that shield and protect...

...Luxury and quality endures the harshest of terrains.
The Aran was born of the need for protection from the elements.....

.....These knits are true workhorses, built to last.

Timeless and iconic.....
Mens Natural Merino Aran
‘Rockbrook’ Ribbed Cardigan A794

‘Reef’ Ribbed Zip Neck Sweater A743

‘Crosshaven’ Ribbed Crew Neck Sweater A746

Colours for above items

Contemporary elements with a touch of heritage.....
‘Rathmore’ Textured Crew Neck Contrast Trim Sweater A745

Textured Scarf A748

Mens Textured Hat A749

Colours for all above items:
- Steel Marl
- Forest Marl
- Blue Steel
- Navy
- Anthracite

...Take refuge in tactile knits that are as warm as they are comfortable...
Half Zip Sweater A227H
Colour: Charcoal/Light Grey

Half Zip Sweater A227H
Colour: Claret Marl/Charcoal

Half Zip Sweater A227H
Colour: Green Marl/Charcoal

Half Zip Sweater A227H
Colour: Grey Smoke/Blue Stone

Half Zip Sweater A227H
Colour: Blue Sky/Navy

Half Zip Sweater A227H
Colour: Blue Stone/Grey Smoke

Half Zip Sweater A227H
Colour: Navy Marl/Navy

Half Zip Sweater A227H
Colour: Grey Marl/Blue Stone

Half Zip Sweater A227H
Colour: Blue Marl/Blue Stone

Half Zip Sweater A227H
Colour: Charcoal Marl/Blue Stone

Colours for all above items:

- Grey Smoke
- Blue Sky
- Blue Stone
- Navy Marl
- Charcoal
- Green Marl
- Claret Marl

Sometimes the simplest things in life are the things we treasure....a favourite sweater that feels as comforting as a chat with an old friend....
Mens Super Soft Lambswool
Luxe Touch Crew Neck Wool Sweater A735

Easy-Care V Neck Wool Sweater A723

Luxe Touch Wool:
- Silver Sea Spray
- Blue Ocean
- Memphis Blue
- Shale Grey
- Navy
- Florentine Red
- Moss

Easy Care Wool:
- Grey Smoke
- Skyline Blue
- Blue Stone
- Navy
- Charcoal
- Heather Mist
- Deep Claret
- Burgundy
- Green
- Fawn
- Turf

…..There’s a silver lining to every cloud…..

…..Appreciate the luxury of taking time out to relax in fine Luxe touch Wool…..
Mens Luxe Touch Wool
Our island home sits like an emerald jewel facing the windswept, wild Atlantic Ocean,

...We cocoon ourselves in layers of luxurious wool cashmere and merino, embracing the storm...
Silence is luxurious...

Break clear away once in a while...